FREE $25 VISA® GIFT CARD
with a $75 purchase of your favorite qualifying Krazy™ Glue or X-ACTO® products. See details on back.

krazy Strong, krazy Fast

The #1 super glue, Krazy™ Glue creates an instant bond that’s ultra-strong and durable. Consumers know and trust Krazy™ Glue. That’s why we have loyal customers across America.

#1 SUPER GLUE

Krazy® Glue
All Purpose
Brush On
Excellent surface coverage
Brush stays fresh in no-clog bottle
Item #EPIKG92548R

Krazy® Glue All Purpose
Precision Tip
Ultra-thick formula, super strength
Item #EPIKG48448MR

Krazy® Glue
Maximum Bond
Precision Tip
Advanced Formula
Provides an extra strong, durable, shock-resistant bond
Item #EPIKG48348MR

Krazy® Glue
All Purpose
Singles, Fine Tip - 4 Pack
Fresh every single time you use it
Item #EPIKG58248SN

Krazy® Glue
All Purpose
Precision Control Pen
Fast setting, long lasting
Great for everyday household repairs
Item #EPIKG82948MR

*based on USA 2011 retail sales data

The #1 super glue, Krazy™ Glue creates an instant bond that’s ultra-strong and durable. Consumers know and trust Krazy™ Glue. That’s why we have loyal customers across America.
GIVE YOUR PROJECT AN EDGE

From crafters to teachers, hobbyists to professional designers, X-ACTO® delivers the precision customers have counted on for nearly a century.

SURGRIP® RETRACTABLE METAL UTILITY KNIFE
Item #EPIX3274
- Hand contoured for firm grip and maximum control

RETRACTABLE BLADE KNIFE
Item #EPIX3209Q
- For precision cutting and trimming

RETRACT-A-BLADE®
Item #EPIX3204
- Retracts for safety
- Triangular grip for easy control

#1 KNIFE WITH CAP
Item #EPIX3601
- For precision cutting and trimming
- Includes safety cap

X2000® KNIFE
Item #EPIX3724
- Rubberized no-slip grip
- Anti-roll design

#2 KNIFE BLADES
Item #EPIX602
- For medium cutting and trimming
- 100 blades

Z-SERIES® #1 KNIFE WITH CAP
Item #EPIXZ3601
- Our sharpest, most durable blade ever
- Zirconium nitride coated blade

X-LIFE® #11 KNIFE BLADES
Item #EPIX611
- Extra sharp and extremely durable
- 100 blades

X-LIFE® #16 KNIFE BLADES
Item #EPIX616
- Extra sharp oxidized for rust resistance
- 100 blades

Z-SERIES® #11 KNIFE WITH CAP
Item #EPIXZ611
- Zirconium nitride coated blades
- 100 blades

Purchase $75 and get a $25 Visa® Reward Card

Complete all information on this redemption form.

- Order a minimum of $75 of qualifying products listed on this flyer through an eligible independent dealer in a single transaction between October 1, 2020 and December 31, 2020
- Limit one offer per person, per company and per mailing address
- Mail this form with the original dated invoice or packing slip to:
PO Box 459
Monroe, WI 53566

Name: ____________________________
Street Address: ______________________
City: _____________ State: _____ ZIP: ________

*Offer valid for qualifying purchases made through an eligible independent dealer between October 1, 2020 and December 31, 2020. This request must be postmarked by January 15, 2021. Limit one request per envelope. Proof of purchase is required in the form of multiple invoices or packing slips. Void where prohibited, taxed or otherwise restricted by law. This offer is valid only in the United States. Allow 10–12 weeks for shipment. Not responsible for lost, late, misdirected, postage-due or undeliverable mail. Non-conforming, duplicate, ineligible or incomplete requests will not be honored, acknowledged or returned.
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